Problems with that
“Fracking” Ban
Local Ordinances Opposing Oil & Gas:
A VERY BAD IDEA

Recycling is good!
Recycled products:

1

• Produce less carbon
• Conserve natural resources
• Save energy

• Reduce pollution
• Create 757,000 jobs; $36.6 billion in wages;
and $6.8 billion in tax revenues.

•

Example: Each year, steel recycling saves enough
energy to electrically power 20% of US households

– USGS

2

1 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-05/documents/final_2016_rei_report.pdf
2 https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/recycle/870499.pdf
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Water Recycling is Good!
Water is our most precious resource
Water Recycling:
•

Reduces impact of droughts

•

Prevents reservoir depletion

•

Restores wetlands & stream habitats

•

Reduces and Prevents pollution

•

Saves Energy

•

Prominent supporters of water recycling:
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Some Water Facts
•

Recycled water is used by 1 in 5 western farmers.

•

CA recycles over 218 Billion Gallons a year; 54% for irrigation; 2

•

Idaho recycles 64 Billion Gallons a year; 95% for irrigation 3,4

•

All well water, (like water from oil & gas wells): 5

•

•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1

Treated
Water

Sent Here

•

Has “toxins” like benzene, arsenic and uranium

•

140 Million people rely on well water for drinking

•

Wells supply 51% of US drinking water and 43% of irrigation water

Like ALL groundwater, oil & gas produced water:
•

has been used in agriculture for many years with no problems

•

We have the technology to clean this water safely

6

1,2,3

Recycled water has been used since 1910. The FDA and USDA Inspection
Service have been testing food for contaminants since the 1950s. If there
were elevated levels of Arsenic or NORM, they’d know. 2,7

https://www.usbr.gov/main/about/fact.html
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/water_recycling/docs/article.pdf
http://css.umich.edu/factsheets/us-wastewater-treatment-factsheet
https://watereuse.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Water-Reuse-Transforming-Water-Sustaining-Our-Future.pdf
https://water.usgs.gov/edu/groundwater-contaminants.html; https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2017/1046/ofr20171046.pdf; https://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/home_maps/gw_prinaq.html
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/publications_forms/publications/factsheets/docs/prod_water_for_crop_irrigation.pdf
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/informational/aboutfsis/history
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Major problems with so-called “fracking” ban
1. “Fracking” wastes are already banned in CT

2. The ordinance language from Food & Water Watch:
a. prohibits recycling
b. has unintended consequences

c.

Puts a needless burden on business

d. Is misleading and fearmongering

3. We are protected by DEEP, EPA, others
a. Local ordinances are ill advised
b. Local legislatures have been mislead
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Fracking Wastes Are
ALREADY Banned in CT
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State-wide Ban in place in CT
•

There is a State-wide ban on Fracking Waste
•

•

•

Including any future use in road de-icing or dust suppression

The ban will remain
•

until DEEP comes up with new regulations

1

•

if DEEP does NOT propose new regulations

1

Any new DEEP regulations must:
•

Treat Fracking Waste as Hazardous Waste

•

Require full disclosure of Fracking Chemicals

•

Consider the effects of NORM and Fracking Chemicals

•

Require a Permit to dispose, discharge, handle, or process

1 https://www.cga.ct.gov/2015/rpt/pdf/2015-R-0178.pdf

Read This
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EPA Prohibits Fracking Waste at POTW

1

• Regulation passed in June 2016
• Prohibits Fracking Waste from being
treated at any Public Water
Treatment facility (POTW)
• Requires ZERO pollutants discharged
from fracking operations

Read This

Why are we even talking about it?

1. https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-06/documents/uog-final-rule_fact-sheet_06-14-2016.pdf
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“Exemptions/Loopholes” are a MYTH
•

EPA Says:

1

“FACT: oil and gas exploration and production wastes are
subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act (CAA), Clean
Water Act (CWA), Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), and
Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA).”

•

E & E News says “loopholes” are a “Fish Story”:

•

GAO Says:

2

3

“The Clean Water Act also regulates the discharge of
wastewaters, including produced water, through the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit
program, which requires all facilities that discharge
pollutants from any point source into surface waters to be
permitted.”

1. https://archive.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/industrial/special/web/pdf/oil-gas.pdf
2. https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060023558
3. https://www.gao.gov/assets/590/587522.pdf
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Food & Water Watch
Presents misleading information
to local legislatures
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About Food and Water Watch (F&WW)
• Washington DC Based Advocacy Group
• Spends $17 Million a year 1

• Nearly 100% spent opposing US oil & gas production

1

• Stop pipelines (raise transport cost)
• Stop recycling (raise disposal cost)
• Ban oil & gas production (reduce supply)

• Misleading “fracking” campaigns

• Use misdirection and scare tactics
1 https://www.foodandwaterwatch.org/about/our-financials
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Misleading: It’s not about “fracking”
• 95% of World Oil Production is NOT fracking
•

Ongoing since 500 B.C.; Commercially in the US since 1859

•

Heavily regulated since 1920s 3; Risks are well known.

1

2

• 49% of US Oil Production is NOT fracking

• What F&WW talk about:

4

The dangers of “fracking” spills in PA
• What F&WW do: 5

Ban recycled products from ANY “oil & gas”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=25372; http://css.umich.edu/factsheets/unconventional-fossil-fuels-factsheet
https://www.loc.gov/rr/business/BERA/issue5/history.html
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3113603?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://www.boardofreps.org/Data/Sites/43/userfiles/committees/publicsafety/items/2018/ps30008/ps30008_ppt.pdf
http://www.boardofreps.org/Data/Sites/43/userfiles/committees/publicsafety/items/2018/ps30008/ps30008_o1241_180507.pdf
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Scare tactic: Scary Sounding Chemicals
“Known to affect body systems” (but in what doses?)

These chemicals are in household products all around us:

•

Arsenic is used to preserve wood and TREAT leukemia

•

Lead is in batteries and electronics

•

Barium is used in X-Rays and solder

•

Strontium is used in toothpastes and road flares

•

Benzene is part of gasoline

•

Toluene/Toluol is a paint thinner

•

Xylene is a rust-remover

•

Chromium is a necessary nutrient

•

Bromides are used in baking

OK TO
CONSUME

DO NOT
DRINK!

1 F&WW slides from presentation to Stamford Board of Representatives (May 2018):
http://www.boardofreps.org/Data/Sites/43/userfiles/committees/publicsafety/items/2018/ps30008/ps30008_ppt.pdf

(but not too much)
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Scare Tactic: It’s Radioactive

(Sure, but it’s radioactive like bananas, not like plutonium 5)

F&WW
show this
chart from
the USGS

Max
Avg.

NORM found in
typical town soil

13,000

*,1

Brazil Nuts
6,600 *

Lima Beans
4,600 *

FYI: Solid Plutonium-238 has
17,300,000,000,000,000 pCi/Kg,5
that’s 17 Quadrillion. Don’t eat that!

Bananas

EPA Allows only 4 pCi/L in drinking
water, but if you did drink Fracking
liquids,** you would be exposed to
about the same level of radiation as
2 bananas or ½ a second on a cross
country flight 2,3,5

Average in
Human Body
2,900 *,3

What
they
don’t
tell you

3,500 *

** Please DO NOT DRINK Fracking Liquids!
They contain water which hasn’t been treated or
filtered and have 13% added sand, and 0.03% acids
and 0.01% lubricants.

* NORM in solids is measured in pCi/Kg rather than pCi/L. 1 L of water weighs 1Kg, but food has a higher density  more NORM by volume
1 https://web.ornl.gov/~peplowde/p101.pdf 2 based on “banana equivalent dose” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banana_equivalent_dose
3 http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/radiation-and-health/naturally-occurring-radioactive-materials-norm.aspx
4 https://www.thoughtco.com/common-naturally-radioactive-foods-607456 5 https://ieer.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/1996/04/PlutoniumIsotopesWorksheet+Answers.pdf
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Scare Tactic: The Scary Strawman
It would be bad, but wait… it’s not there
These “toxins” have “health effects,” but are they in Fracking Waste? NO!
THIS much less than THIS

Concentration1

Toxin
In:
Radium 226 & 228/NORM
Lead
Arsenic
Chromium (all forms)
Chromium (hexavalent)
Benzene/Toluene/Xylene
PAHs

PA Fracking
Waste
Water (EPA)2
270
0
0
0
0
1
<10

CT Soils

(USGS, ORNL)3

480
30+
6+
20+
0
100+
1400+

1. Average concentrations to nearest integer or 0 if none detected: NORM In CT soil is total all sources in Bq/Kg; Radium is total all
iaoropes in Bq/L; Lead, Arsenic, Chromium in ppm; Benzene, Toluene, Xylene, PAH in ppb.
2. Chemical Analysis of Marcellus Flowback (EPA); http://www.water-research.net/naturalgasPA/pdffiles/MSCommission-Report.pdf ;
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/documents/downloadPublic?documentIds=080166e5a41a0df4&appId=PPGMS (p18)
3. USGS Survey of US Soil; https://web.ornl.gov/~peplowde/p101.pdf
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Health Scares: Old News, Long Debunked
•

EPA Testing Required in 2011 1

•

“at or below” safe levels 2

•

EPA checks that PA “strict enough”
after complaints from environmental
groups 2

Read This

Read This

1.
2.
3.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702303936704576398462932810874
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/08/science/earth/08water.html
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/induced/myths.php
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Misleading F&WW Statements:
a) F&WW ordinances can’t protect us from
“Future regulations.”

a

Future regulations can preempt existing
regulations!
b) F&WW ordinances can’t prevent accidents.
c) Fracking Wastes banned from POTW.

1

d) Regulations require “effluent discharged”
have ZERO pollutants. 2

b
c, d
e

e) Clean Air Act already protects us from
“incinerator emissions and ash.” 3
1 https://www.epa.gov/eg/unconventional-oil-and-gas-extraction-effluent-guidelines
2 https://www.epa.gov/eg/unconventional-oil-and-gas-extraction-effluent-guidelines
3 https://www.epa.gov/stationary-sources-air-pollution/commercial-and-industrial-solid-waste-incineration-units-ciswi-new
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And… There are
Unintended Consequences
The real issue

Unintended consequences
Legislation proposed by Food & Water Watch:
• Prohibits Recycling
• Bans Asphalt, Concrete, Steel, and more
• Requires Impossible Certifications
• Prohibits Commodities Trading
• Creates Liabilities
• Unenforceable
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Understanding these
Unintended Consequences

20

What are “Waste” & “Recycling”?
Waste is:

1

• any garbage, refuse … or other discarded or abandoned material
• Plus any material sent for recycling
Recycling is:

1

• Processing or treating wastes for reuse

• Using in a manner constituting disposal
• e.g. Applying to land with no intent of recovery

• Burning for energy recovery
1 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-02/documents/soliddef.pdf
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What F&WW regulation says:
The Language Pushed by Food & Water Watch bans “waste”
but there are problems (problem areas highlighted):1
“Oil extraction activities” shall mean:

geologic or geophysical activities related to the exploration for or extraction of oil,
including, but not limited, to, core and rotary drilling and hydraulic
all

fracturing.

“Oil
a)

waste”

shall mean:

any liquid or solid waste or its constituents that is generated as a result of oil
extraction activities, which may consist of water, brine, chemicals, naturally
occurring radioactive materials, heavy metals, or other contaminants;

b)

leachate from solid wastes associated with oil extraction activities; and

c)

any

products or byproducts resulting from the treatment, processing, or
modification of any of the above wastes.

1. http://www.boardofreps.org/Data/Sites/43/userfiles/committees/publicsafety/items/2018/ps30008/ps30008_o1241_180507.pdf
2. huh? http://www.iadclexicon.org/geological-and-geophysical-gg-explorations/
* Recycled = waste that is processed or treated for reuse
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Unintended Consequence:

Fruit Banned!
•

•

Oil & Gas
Waste water
sent here

“Water” is the MAIN waste from Oil & Gas 1
•

Over 890 million gallons a year

•

Only the best is recycled (most is injected back in the well or into disposal wells)

Treated
Water

Some Waste water is sent to a treatment plants which
•

Separate out hydrocarbons and chemicals and recycles them

•

Clean and recycle the water in Agriculture and industry

Sent Here

F&WW ordinance would ban any produce grown with recycled water!
How this bans ANY recycled water:

•
•

•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Water companiemix water from different sources 3
1 in 5 farmers use recycled water 4

Just in CA 16 Billion gallons a year oil wastewater is used for crop irrigation 2
Any farmer using recycled water could find their products banned
There are no known problems using recycled water 2

http://www.producedwatersociety.com/produced-water-101/
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/publications_forms/publications/factsheets/docs/prod_water_for_crop_irrigation.pdf
https://www3.epa.gov/region9/water/recycling/
https://www.usbr.gov/
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Another Unintended Consequence:

Impossible to Certify
• Complex International
Supply Chain 1
• Recycled oil wastes are
used throughout 2

• Each supplier needs to
certify “No Wastes Used”
or no one can
• Contractor would need to
get certifications from
entire supply chain!
1.
2.

https://www.api.org/~/media/Files/Policy/Safety/API-Oil-Supply-Chain.pdf
http://kleanwater.com/enhanced-saltwater-disposal-well-operations/;
http://www.coqa-inc.org/docs/default-source/meeting-presentations/20100211_graham_waste_oil-(1).pdf
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Another Unintended Consequence:

Steel Banned!
•

Waste Steel
from Drilling is
Recycled

Oil producer sells used up drill bits, pipes, rigs, and other
discarded items from “drilling” to scrap metal recycler who:
•

mixes this “Waste iron” with other scrap metal to forge new steel

•

sells this Recycled Steel mix to auto makers, etc.

F&WW ordinance would ban all steel!
Why ALL steel?
•

No one makes “certified oil-waste free” steel
•

It’s IMPOSSIBLE to buy “100% pure, mined” steel

•

There’s no known problem with recycled steel

•

Steel is recycled over-and-over so there’s some “oil & gas” in all of it
(oil & gas steel has been recycled since 1870)

•

This includes all the steel already in our buildings and roads

1

1 http://www.nucor.com/media/Recycled_Content_Letter.pdf
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Unintended Consequences Result From:
Local legislatures who:
•

Have insufficient Science & Engineering background

•

Have no adversarial procedures

•

Create a regulatory maze with haphazard local laws

As a result they pass this poorly drafted F&WW Ordinance which:
•

Bans Steel, Food, Asphalt, Concrete and More

•

Creates homeowner and contractor liability

•

Prohibits Recycling of common products

•

Requires Impossible Certifications of third party products
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Don’t be fooled by Misleading Maps
What F&WW showed Stamford:

Reality:

1

LEGEND
•
•

passed something as of April 2018
Did NOT pass ordinance

Only towns in RED passed ordinance. These towns:
• Lack expertise
• Haven’t spoken to opponents or affected businesses
• Are not all the same
• Are unable to enforce
1 F&WW slides from presentation to Stamford Board of Representatives (May 2018):

http://www.boardofreps.org/Data/Sites/43/userfiles/committees/publicsafety/items/2018/ps30008/ps30008_ppt.pdf
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Listen to the Experts:

F&WW’s Local Ordinance is a Bad Idea

• The Experts Agree:
• DEEP, OLR say Fracking waste already Banned!!
• Connecticut Conference of Municipalities
• Connecticut Construction Industry Association
• American Petroleum Industry

• This is also why Several Towns:
• Opted for a sense of the meeting resolution
• Shelved it indefinitely

• Modified it to fix the problems
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Let Experts do their job
•

Environmental Regulation is a State & Federal Issue
• DEEP has the expertise
• DEEP has the resources
• Town governments have neither

•

DEEP was created for this

•

DEEP’s legal mandate is to protect our health and the
environment

•

DEEP & CT OLR Say:

F&WW

• The existing ban will remain in effect until DEEP submits
new regulations 1
• Any new regulations must protect our health and the
environment! 1
1 https://www.cga.ct.gov/2015/rpt/pdf/2015-R-0178.pdf
Cartoon: https://pando.com/2013/01/15/how-charlatans-and-pseudo-science-make-us-stupid/

DO NOT
DRINK!
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Recycling is good!
Let’s NOT ban recycling
Recycled products:
• Produce less carbon

• Conserve natural resources
• Save energy
• Reduce pollution
• Create 757,000 jobs; $36.6 billion in wages;
and $6.8 billion in tax revenues. 1

•

Example: Each year, steel recycling saves enough
energy to electrically power 20% of US households
– USGS

2

1 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-05/documents/final_2016_rei_report.pdf
2 https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/recycle/870499.pdf
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